All dates are from China companies between 2010 and 2014. From the aspect of the urban area level, the article explains the influence of the geographical positions of the accounting firms and client company and the size of the accounting firm on audit fees. There is a significant correlation between the fees and the distance. The results suggest that geography is significant and positively affects audit fees if audit firm and client company are in the same area; at the same time, audit firms' scale economies can reduce audit fees for the study based on city-level (if audit firm and the client company are in the same area). Specially, audit location affects audit fees more significantly when audit firm has scale economy. These results suggest that geography and economies of scale affect audit fees.
showed that the audit fees from further firm were significantly lower than nearer one by calculating latitude and longitude, and proved this result in an empirical and powerful way. The place where customers are located has an influence on the money paid in the end. But only few researchers focused on the way that geography factors affected the auditor's final judgment in this field.
Based on the researches of Fung, Gul and Krishnan (2012) [8] , the varieties of scale economy are determined by the company's total income and ranking. The article examines the relation between scale economy and audit fees. Besides, it also shows the relation between geography factor (city-level) and audit fees, and then puts forward the research hypotheses. The research conclusions have supplementary meaning for audit pricing determining. It also expands the theory of Wenjun Lin (2014) [7] about the auditor geographical position and audit pricing, and indicates that customers should not only care about firms' location but also focus on cities' development.
Literature Review and Hypothesis Development
In China, study on auditor location and audit pricing is still in an initial stage, and only few researches focus on it; however, literatures abroad concentrate more on the auditor location and audit quality, for example, Knechel et al. (2007) [9] examined the correlation between auditor location and audit quality on the basis of business information, and found that location was important for audit firms to collect audit company' information, in addition to gathering information by manager, and proving large information which will lead to higher audit quality. De Fond et al. (2011) [10] found "non-big four" away from the SEC Regional more likely to give continuous audit opinions when they faced financial distress company, and indicated the location affected audit opinion.
Choi et al. (2012) [11] found audit quality may be much higher if they were audited by native audit firms, however, non-native audit firms perform oppositely. Chen et al (2010) [12] , Chhaochaharia et al. (2012) [13] and Durendez Gomez (2012) [14] examined the geographical characteristics between audit firms and companies; they also believe location is an important factor for in determining price
Researches on audit market of China are developing. Some researchers such as Mei Zhang (2011) [15] found local audit firms are easy to get finance information compared to non-local audit firms. Therefore, the local audit firms tend to give higher audit quality, because they can get more information about the company. It will be more likely to make audit plan, collect audit evidence effectively, and avoid audit risk, then the audit quality will be more higher; Yilin Wang, Guilian Wang (2014) [16] found a positive correlation between audit location and audit quality after modifying the model of Jones.
Although most scholars concentrate on the relation between location and audit quality, Wenjun Lin (2014 [7] found the distance was a key factor which infects audit fees by using Google map. The audit fees significantly decrease due to a lack of advantages in geographical distance especially when they are too far from each other, which indicate the auditor's location affects the bargaining power and pricing strategy. Wenjun Lin (2014) [7] also found audit fees were infected by product market competition in differ-X. P. Ye ent cities. Therefore, the hypothesis 1 is put forward. [18] found market competition had an effect on the audit quality. Furthermore, earning manipulation gets lower and audit quality are higher in fierce competition market. In addition, industry scale expansion is an effective way to improve audit firm's competition. Therefore, the hypothesis 2 was put forward.
H 2: if audit firm and company are in the same city, audit location infects audit fees more significantly when audit firm has scale economy.
Research Design

Sample and Data
All dates are taken from Chinese listed companies from 2010 to 2014. At the same time, the article excludes financial sector and ST shares, deletes the firms' dates which only have one firm in one industry and all missing dates. All dates are collected from CSMAR database. It should be noted that the article constructs variable scale economy by measuring audit firms' total income Percentile Ranking, and it mainly consider Provincial Administration characters of China (Xi Wu and Junsheng Zhang, 2012) [19] .
Construction of the Model
The purpose of constructing variable scale economy is to test the motivation of geography infecting audit fees, so the interaction variable of a scale economy and city-level is necessary. At the same time scale economy variety is related to "regional dimension", which is contributed to by the audit firms' city. In order to control industries and years, the article set industrial and variable dummy. The research model is as the followed: 
Variable Description
The dependent variable is natural logarithm of audit fees. City L equals to 1 if audit firm and company in the same city, and it's represent geographical variable. The article use audit firm' total income percentile ranking as Scale, it refers to audit firm' economics of scale. Except that the article also set cross term to examine how does audit pricing change when audit firm and company in the same city and audit firm have scale economy.
The main purpose of others independent variables is to control same factors which may infect regression results, for instance, the article will discuss the hypotheses in the same size condition if control company size. Other control variables like shot-term liquidity, liquidity solvency, Operational capability, Profitability, Growth capacity, Lasting capacity, Audit opinion are also service for model's independence, and they are all description in Table 1 . The article also control year and industry factor. 
Descriptive Statistic
Results
The regression result is shown in Table 3 , the City L regression coefficient is equal to 0.16, and significantly position in 1% (t = 7.14) after controlling others factors, which indicates audit firms charge more audit fees when providing audit services in the same city, hypothesis 1 is established.
The Scale variable regression coefficient is equal to 0.0015, and significant negative in The conclusion that audit fees are influenced a lot by where the audit firms are located is drawn after comparing city level, and testing the relation between audit firms' scale economy and audit fees. The regressive result explained more nearer both are, more fees should be paid, apart from the situation where audit firms are likely to make lower pricing strategy when audit firms have scale economy.
Conclusion
It can be concluded as follows: First, it is the distance between customers and audit firms that has a big impact on fees needed, which can encourage many audit firms to establish lots of branches in the places where customers focus, like Peking and Shanghai. Secondly, scale economy is one of the important reasons why audit fees decrease, besides, scale economy and audit service in the same city also have a synergistic effect on determining the final audit price. The results provide a further recognition in checking the relation among scale economy, geography and audit fees. Such audit firms benefit a lot from location advantage. And a familiar city is crucial for audit firms to provide audit services. In brief, the conclusions of this article play an important role in audit market researches.
